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Professionals have a special roleProfessionals have a special role 
within society.



Professional status affords unique 
privileges (e g lawyers give legalprivileges (e.g. lawyers give legal 

advice, doctors write prescriptions, 
il t t b hi d th k itpilots can step behind the cockpit 

door).)



There are two fundamentalThere are two fundamental 
justifications for these privileges:



(1) Their activities and decisions ( )
are based on a distinct body of 

expertiseexpertise.



(2) They have agreed to use their(2) They have agreed to use their 
professional status to act in the 

bli i t tpublic interest.



Historically, individuals and families y,
have accumulated and managed 

personal archivespersonal archives.



Most of these collections have 
been relatively small and haven’t 
left the homes of the collectorsleft the homes of the collectors.



Collections of a few prominentCollections of a few prominent 
individuals and families made the 

t iti i t ll ti i tit titransition into collecting institutions.



Many cultural institutions wereMany cultural institutions were 
initially seeded by personal 
ll ti f i fl ti l lcollections of influential people. 



Over the past half century, four 
trends have radically changed thetrends have radically changed the 

nature and status of personal 
collections.



First, work within collecting 
institutions has become 

increasingly professionalizedincreasingly professionalized.



Specialization



Professional education and 
training (available and 

expected)expected)



Conferences



J lJournals



Professionals associations



Specialized language andSpecialized language and 
secret handshakes



Second, individuals have gained 
more ability to create and storemore ability to create and store 

materials that they find meaningful, 
f l i l i tuseful, or simply more convenient 
to keep than to discard.p



Third, researchers have placed 
considerably more emphasis on theconsiderably more emphasis on the 

importance of personal stories, 
voices and perspectives.



Finally, previously distinct communities 
have come to recognize that theyhave come to recognize that they 

share challenges, associated with 
l t f di it llong-term care of digital resources...



Di it l bj t t d dDigital objects are created and 
perpetuated through physical p p g p y
things (e.g. charged magnetic 

particles pulses of light holes inparticles, pulses of light, holes in 
disks), but...



They are not quite like spatio-
temporal objects (regular, physical 

things)things).



Digital objects are sets ofDigital objects are sets of 
instructions for future interaction



Interactions require numerous 
technological components to cometechnological components to come 

together at the right place and 
time.



What are the implications of these 
trends for the place of archivists intrends for the place of archivists in 

the realm of personal digital 
archives?



Remember: We trust professionalsRemember:  We trust professionals 
to do special things, because...



(1) They have (or should have)(1) They have (or should have) 
special expertise

(2) They promise to act in the(2) They promise to act in the 
public interest



So how about that distinct body ofSo how about that distinct body of 
expertise?



What’s required to “do” digitalWhat s required to do  digital 
curation?



R fl tiReflecting purposes –
understanding and attending to g g

intentions of creators and “primary 
users”users  



Avoiding Unnecessary Lock-InAvoiding Unnecessary Lock In

• “How do I get this stuff out when I• How do I get this stuff out when I 
stop using this particular system?”

• Hint: “No worries.  You’ll always be 
using this system.” is not the right g y g
answer



Unlocking from Lock-inUnlocking from Lock in

• Getting files off removable media 
ith t d i i ibl hwithout doing irreversible harm

• Dealing with obsolete formats and g
platforms



Promoting Discovery through g y g
Intellectual Control

• Description
Naming con entions• Naming conventions

• Mappings across inconsistent pp g
terminologies



Promoting SensemakingPromoting Sensemaking

• “Now I have it but what am I• Now I have it, but what am I 
looking at?”

• Creating, capturing, or extracting 
information for making sense ofinformation for making sense of 
things being used



Acting Locally, but Thinking g y, g
Globally

• To whom might I hand these things off in 
the future?the future?

• How would that work?
Wh h lik l i i d d• What are the likely motivations and needs 
of the recipient?



Ok those sound like goodOk, those sound like good 
things.



But what will it mean to act in theBut what will it mean to act in the 
public interest?



Make sure that these things getMake sure that these things get 
done in socially responsible ways



This is not the same as doing all ofThis is not the same as doing all of 
these things



Don’t assume a priori who willDon t assume – a priori – who will 
be doing particular things



Strive to continually push theStrive to continually push the 
frontier of what’s possible, but... 



Honestly disclose what we believe 
we’re really able to promise each 

otherother.



Practice “respectful and informedPractice respectful and informed 
ignorance”



Will R id "E b d iWill Rogers said, "Everybody is 
ignorant, only on different subjects.”g , y j



We need to bring our own answers g
and informed questions to the 

conversationconversation



So what specifically are the rolesSo what specifically are the roles 
we can play as professionals?



Get, Grab, and Guide



GetGet
( bl(On Removable (

Media)Media)



Many archives have received entire 
computers from record creators & 

donorsdonors.



Even more common is the “disk in 
a box” – floppy disks, CDs and 
h bl di hother removable media among the 

physical materials obtained alongphysical materials obtained along 
with primarily analog collections.



The media will inevitably become 
unreadable (if they haven’t 

already)already).



Archivists must extract whateverArchivists must extract whatever 
useful information resides on the 

media, while avoiding the 
accidental alteration of data oraccidental alteration of data or 

metadata.



The field of digital forensics is a 
source of expertise principlessource of expertise, principles, 

methods and tools for archivists, 
including...



1. Recovering data when layers of technology fail or are 
l il blno longer available:

• Reading analyzing and manipulating hex• Reading, analyzing and manipulating hex 
dumps of files

R i d t f t ll t d• Recovering data from temporary, unallocated 
and slack space

• Identifying file types through automated 
analysis of file content (e.g. headers & file 
signatures)

• Guessing passwords & breaking encryption



2. Capturing evidence from places on a computer 
t th t t l i di t l i iblsystem that are not always immediately visible, e.g.:

• User account information

• Files on disk used for virtual memory management

• Temp files

• Various caches

• “Recent documents” in Windows

• Cookies

• History files

• Configuration files (often from Registry in Windows)g ( g y )



3. Ensuring that actions taken on 
files don’t unintentionally makefiles don t unintentionally make 
irreversible changes to essential g

characteristics



Examples of Irreversible Changesp g
• Lossy compression (e.g. JPEG)

• Lower-quality surrogate (e.g. thumbnail image, access copy ofLower quality surrogate (e.g. thumbnail image, access copy of 
video)

• Format conversion (e.g. Word to PDF/A, Excel to CSV)

• Character encoding (e.g. EBCDIC to ASCII)

• Normalization of data values (e.g. date values in a database to 
a common date encoding)a common date encoding)

• Rewriting pointers (e.g. links in a web site from absolute to 
relative or vice versa)

• Overwriting older versions files or values with newer  versions

• Pulling files out of their native file system



Strategies for Avoiding Accidental 
Manipulation of Volatile Data

• Use rite blocking eq ipment hen first• Use write-blocking equipment when first 
reading from a medium (hardware, if possible)

• Make bit-level images of storage media

• Create checksums before and after file 
transfers and transformations



4. Attending to Order of Volatility4. Attending to Order of Volatility

• Some types of data change much more quicklySome types of data change much more quickly 
& often than others

• Important to recognize in order to recover• Important to recognize in order to recover 
data from a computer system or media, while 
ensuring that actions don’t make irreversibleensuring that actions don t make irreversible 
changes to their record characteristics

E l If h f h b h• Example: If the contents of the browser cache 
are important to you, capture the cache 
b f i h bbefore using the browser



5. Taking advantage of a wide array of tools 
& h i l d il bl& techniques already available

• Digital forensics literat re training & e ents• Digital forensics literature, training & events

• Free & open-source tools (e.g. AFF, The Sleuth 
Kit)

• Commercial packages (e.g. EnCase, Forensic 
Tool Kit)



6. Adopting established practices 
for documenting what we do sofor documenting what we do, so 
others will know what we might g

have changed



Guidelines for Evidence Collection & 
hi i ( ) i hli hArchiving (RFC 3227) – Some Highlights

• “Keep detailed notes ”• Keep detailed notes.

• “Minimise changes to the data as you are collecting 
it ”it.

• “Do collection first and analysis later.”

• “Proceed from the volatile to the less volatile ”• Proceed from the volatile to the less volatile.

• Computer evidence should be: admissible, authentic, 
complete reliable believablecomplete, reliable, believable



7. Recognizing & confronting the 

ethical implications of obtaining 
& providing access to data that 

reside at various levels ofreside at various levels of 
representation



GrabGrab
( h(From the (
Internet)Internet)



With the adoption of highly 
interactive Web technologies 

(frequently labeled “Web 2 0”)(frequently labeled Web 2.0 ), 
forms of individual documentation 

and expression are often also 
inherently social and publicinherently social and public.



Such online environments do allow 
for personal documentation that isfor personal documentation that is 

comparable in many ways to 
previous forms of personal 

documentationdocumentation.

But... 



They also engage external 
audiences in ways not previously 

possiblepossible.



Many individuals now rely 
i ifi tl “ l d” i fsignificantly on “cloud” services for 

creating, managing & sharingcreating, managing & sharing 
records.

This poses numerous risks.This poses numerous risks.



Sustainability Risk factors of Reliance on web 
Service ProvidersService Providers

• Expiration of service

• After a period of user inactivity, data deletion is 
triggered

h ff• Changes in service offerings

• Companies going out of business

• Take-down based on complaints from other parties

• Mergers resulting in major displacement or complete 
lloss

• Accidental loss due to drive failure & insufficient backup

• Purposeful destruction of data by malicious attackers



So “grabbing” at-risk records from 
the Web is one important 

approachapproach.



Completely seamless access and 
management of all one’s personalmanagement of all one s personal 

information is neither probable nor 
desirable. 



So get used to the idea of fonds that 
i i l i iare impartial, inconsistent, 

unintegrated, and otherwise g ,
downright messy, but also...



inundated with traces of individual 
lives, can be rich sources of 

meaning and are likely to be at riskmeaning and are likely to be at risk.



Parts of someone’s fonds can buildParts of someone s fonds can build 
on each other.



For example if given some a person’sFor example, if given some a person s 
digital “papers,” one could find 

i f h lipointers to more of her online 
presence from the Web, her email or p ,

the storage media used by her 
computer especially the hard drivecomputer, especially the hard drive.

See:See:
Culotta, Aron, Ron Bekkerman, and Andrew Mccallum. "Extracting Social Networks and 
Contact Information from Email and the Web." Paper presented at the First Conference on 
Email and Anti-Spam, Mountain View, CA, July 30-31, 2004.

Garfinkel, Simson, and David Cox. "Finding and Archiving the Internet Footprint." Paper 
presented at the First Digital Lives Research Conference: Personal Digital Archives for the 
21st Century, London, UK, February 9-11, 2009.



G idGuide



Archivists will only ever have 
custody of a tiny sliver of the 

documentary traces of individualsdocumentary traces of individuals.



So helping them to curate their 
own materials can be just asown materials can be just as 

important as taking custody of 
them.



So maybe we should get in onSo maybe we should get in on 
things like this:



http://mashable.com/2009/02/02/google-backup/



And this:





And this:



http://www.archivaladvisor.org/shtml/art_presdigmem.shtml



Something to read (soon):



I Digital: Personal Collections inI, Digital: Personal Collections in 
the Digital Era

I’m editor Society of AmericanI’m editor, Society of American 
Archivists is publisherp



Something to join:



Personal Digital Archives Working Group 
(PDAWG)(PDAWG)

• Currently coming together

• Representatives from across the globe

• Focus:
– Documentation & development of common toolsets for 
curators of personal digital collections

D i & d l f l f– Documentation & development of common toolsets for 
individuals to manage & gain better control over their own 
personal digital collections

– Collaborative authoring of several guidance documents

– Engaging research communities that are most directly 
l f l limpacted as users or potential users of personal digital 

materials


